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Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) constitutes a class of computational methods rooted in Bayesian
statistics that can be used to estimate the posterior distributions of model parameters. In all model-based
statistical inference, the likelihood function is of central importance, since it expresses the probability of the
observed data under a particular statistical model, and thus ...
Approximate Bayesian computation - Wikipedia
A Bayesian network, Bayes network, belief network, Bayes(ian) model or probabilistic directed acyclic
graphical model is a probabilistic graphical model (a type of statistical model) that represents a set of
variables and their conditional dependencies via a directed acyclic graph (DAG). For example, a Bayesian
network could represent the probabilistic relationships between diseases and symptoms.
Bayesian network - Wikipedia
A while back I wrote about how the classical non-parametric bootstrap can be seen as a special case of the
Bayesian bootstrap.Well, one difference between the two methods is that, while it is straightforward to roll a
classical bootstrap in R, there is no easy way to do a Bayesian bootstrap.
Easy Bayesian Bootstrap in R - Publishable Stuff - sumsar.net
A discussion on Bayesian machine learning with gaussian process using the variational Bayes approximation
on GPU.
Bayesian Classification with Gaussian Process | R Tutorial
Master Bayesian Inference through Practical Examples and Computationâ€“Without Advanced Mathematical
Analysis . Bayesian methods of inference are deeply natural and extremely powerful.
Bayesian Methods for Hackers: Probabilistic Programming
Introduction to Bayesian inference: A brief overview of the main ideas behind Bayesian inference. Markov
chain Monte Carlo methods: A brief overview of Markov chain Monte Carlo methods for Bayesian
computation and Hamiltonian Monte Carlo. The Stan language: An outline of the main components of a Stan
program. Using RStan: A guide to the use of the R interface to Stan.
Training Course - Introduction to Bayesian Inference using
1. Introduction. This document provides guidance on statistical aspects of the design and analysis of clinical
trials for medical devices that use Bayesian statistical methods.
Guidance for the Use of Bayesian Statistics in Medical
Provides detailed reference material for using SAS/STAT software to perform statistical analyses, including
analysis of variance, regression, categorical data analysis, multivariate analysis, survival analysis,
psychometric analysis, cluster analysis, nonparametric analysis, mixed-models analysis, and survey data
analysis, with numerous examples in addition to syntax and usage information.
SAS/STAT(R) 9.22 User's Guide
Applied Finance with R From the inaugural conference in 2009, the annual R/Finance conference in Chicago
has become the primary meeting for academics and practitioners interested in using R in Finance.
R/Finance 2019
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Linear regression probably is the most familiar technique of data analysis, but its application is often
hamstrung by model assumptions. For instance, if the data has a hierarchical structure, quite often the
assumptions of linear regression are feasible only at local levels.
Hierarchical Linear Model | R Tutorial
Gaussian Processes and Kernel Methods Gaussian processes are non-parametric distributions useful for
doing Bayesian inference and learning on unknown functions. They can be used for non-linear regression,
time-series modelling, classification, and many other problems.
Machine Learning Group Publications - University of Cambridge
This is the site for the INLA approach to Bayesian inference within the R project for Statistical Computing.
FAQ - The R-INLA project
You have examined a sample of N items, looking for some specified feature of interest, and you find that k
items exhibit this feature. This gives you a point estimate, p = k/N, for the proportion of the total, unobserved
population that exhibits the feature. It can be shown that, given only this one sample, p is the
maximum-likelihood (ML) estimate of the true, usually unknown proportion.
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